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Abstract—A global decentral Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a key element of trusted and secure communication over the Internet. Such a PKI enables trust inference through digital signatures. However, the irrevocable nature of signatures and the complexities involved in distributing revocation information pose significant challenges. Recent updates to the root store policies of Mozilla and Apple now mandate that each Certificate Authority (CA) must publish Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) on the Common CA Database (CCADB) as of October 2022. This policy shift enables new approaches for acquiring a comprehensive view of certificate revocations within the Transport Layer Security (TLS) ecosystem. This work investigates the impact of the new CRLs on certificate revocation research, whether they are sufficient to gain a comprehensive view, and how the current revocation methods compare. We conducted weekly Internet-wide TLS measurements to collect X.509 certificates over port 443 for two years starting in March 2022. These scans resulted in 1.1 billion valid leaf certificates, including 4.5 million revoked certificates we identified using the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP), CRLs, CCADB CRLs, and OCSP stapling. Our findings show that acquiring a comprehensive view of certificate revocations is challenging, primarily via the OCSP. Compared to the other methods, our analyses indicate that the CCADB CRLs provided the most complete view of global certificate revocations. They covered nearly the entirety of valid leaf certificates, found 44% more revocations than alternative methods, and less than 0.3% of the revocations were exclusively visible via the OCSP or conventional CRLs.

1. Introduction

Secure and trusted communication is essential to our modern Internet. A foundation for achieving such communication is a global X.509 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) that can authenticate and infer a level of trust in a communication partner. Certificates assure that the party we interact with is the one they claim to be through cryptographic signatures, preventing man-in-the-middle attacks. Therefore, these X.509 certificates play a crucial role in Transport Layer Security (TLS) and authenticate almost any website visitable over the Internet. However, digital signatures cannot be undone, so there must be other means to revoke the given trust. Currently, there are two main approaches: Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) and the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP). CRLs contain a list of all revoked certificates from one Certificate Authority (CA), and the OCSP can be used to actively request the revocation status of a single or few certificates. CAs embed the support for either method in each certificate. However, neither of the approaches is ideal, and both have performance, reliability, or privacy issues [9].

To collect Internet-wide revocations, CRLs are ideal because a single Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) request provides the necessary information for each CA. Creating a single database of all revocations can be used to better understand the certificate ecosystem or to develop and maintain novel approaches for distributing revocation information like CRLite [26]. However, only a fraction of valid certificates have CRLs included by the CAs.

Starting October 1, 2022, new root store policies from Mozilla [33] and Apple [2] announced that CAs must publish CRLs in the Common CA Database (CCADB) for every intermediate certificate that the respective root stores should trust. These new CRLs contain the revoked certificates issued by the intermediate, effectively forcing CAs to provide CRLs if they have not already done so.

This policy shift provides new possibilities to collect and analyze certificate revocations on a large scale. Suddenly, a single repository contains references to CRLs covering all relevant TLS ecosystem revocations.

This paper examines the impact the CCADB CRLs have on certificate revocation research, whether the information provided is sufficient to collect a comprehensive and global view, and how the different revocation methods compare. We conducted a long-term study of certificates collected via active Internet-wide TLS measurements and revocations collected through the OCSP, CRLs, CCADB CRLs, and stapled OCSP responses.

We provide the following contributions:

i) reasoning about a data collection pipeline that can be used to collect a global view on certificate revocations;

ii) analysis covering 1.1 G (1.1 × 10^9) valid certificates and their revocation statuses collected in the last two years between March 1, 2022, and January 4, 2024;

iii) comparison of current revocation methods, reasons, and differences among top issuers; and

iv) analysis of a single Internet-wide snapshot comparing OCSP stapling with the other revocation methods and inspecting actively used revoked certificates.
2. Background

Enabling trusted communication over the Internet is a challenging task. Cryptographic algorithms can verify whether the private part of an asymmetric key pair made a digital signature using the public part only. If this can be verified, we call the signature valid. If we trust a party in control over a private-public key pair, we can transfer this trust to any content signed with this key pair. However, it is infeasible to manually define the trustfulness of every party we interact with on the Internet. PKIs are a concept to transitively pass trust using digital signatures from a set of roots to intermediate and leaf parties, assuming each involved party includes only other trusted parties and no party gives away their private key. CAs are the trusted parties allowed to function as issuers passing trust to their subjects. TLS [35] is currently the de facto standard for encrypted communication on the Internet [25]. It mainly uses an X.509 PKI [4] to authenticate peers and to ensure a server can only serve content for the domain names it was allowed to. Each TLS server identifies itself with an X.509 certificate. Such certificates are basically public keys enriched with additional data like domain names and a signature from the same or another certificate. Servers must provide all intermediate certificates necessary to verify the chain of trust up to one of the root certificates provided by the user, embedded in the application, or included in the Operating System (OS). This way, trust for a TLS server can be determined quickly and in a decentralized manner. However, a digital signature cannot be undone, and another channel for up-to-date revocation information is needed. The two main approaches to distributing certificate revocation are CRLs [4] and the OCSP [36]. The following sections describe the approaches in more detail.

2.1. Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs)

A CRL [4] is a list containing the serial numbers and revocation times from every revoked certificate a CA has issued. Optionally, they can include a reason for each revocation. Certificates can be removed from the list after they expire [5]. CRLs must be downloaded separately for each CA; the available endpoints are typically included directly in a certificate. According to the CA/Browser Forum Baseline Requirements [5], a certificate must contain the HTTP URL of the CA’s CRL service. Like a certificate, CAs sign their CRLs. Recently, Apple and Mozilla updated their root store policies [2, 33], such that each included CA must additionally provide their CRL endpoints through the CCADB. The CCADB is a central repository for root and intermediate certificates included within the products and services of the CCADB Root Store Operators [32]. The CCADB mainly covers HTTPS certificates but also contains code-signing and S/MIME certificates. In contrast to the CRLs distribution endpoints embedded in the certificates, CAs can split their CRLs across multiple endpoints and publish all of them in the CCADB. To obtain the complete list of revocations, the CRLs from these endpoints have to be combined. However, checking revocations with CCADB CRLs is more complex because it is unclear which CRL might contain a specific certificate revocation. After all, a CCADB entry contains only information for intermediate certificates, which means the issuing certificate has to be known. Either type of CRL has the downside of getting very large, and it can be inefficient for an application to download the entire CRL every time it wants to check a single certificate. This drawback is even more severe in face of mass-revocation events like after the Heartbleed vulnerability [42]. To make revocation checking more efficient for applications, OCSP was designed.

2.2. Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)

The OCSP [36] allows applications to check the revocation status of a single or few certificates. Like the CRL distribution points embedded in the certificates, CAs can include an OCSP endpoint in their issued certificates. Applications can send OCSP requests to these endpoints to receive a signed response. The response notifies the application whether the certificate is revoked; in case of revocation, it can include a time and a reason. However, the OCSP has privacy issues because when users browse the Internet, their browser should make OCSP requests for almost every site they visit, effectively enabling CAs to track the browsing behavior of single users. Additionally, Chung et al. [9] observed outages of OCSP responders during their study; hence, their availability cannot be guaranteed, and applications tend to treat an unavailable OCSP responder as a successful validation. Attackers could exploit this behavior by intercepting OCSP messages. Further, fetching the responses takes time and can slow down the loading time of websites. Therefore, OCSP stapling has been designed.

OCSP stapling [35] is an extension to the OCSP protocol where the TLS server requests a signed OCSP response from the CA beforehand and forwards it to clients during the TLS handshake. This approach can speed up the loading time of websites and hide the user behavior from the CA. However, Chung et al. [9] and Sosnowski et al. [39, 40] showed that the presence of stapled OCSP responses is non-deterministic; hence, they cannot be guaranteed or enforced due to the implementations of web servers and browsers treating them just as a nice-to-have feature.

2.3. Derived Revocation Approaches

The distributed nature of the OCSP and CRLs makes it difficult and costly for end devices to collect the revocation data. Several approaches were proposed to improve this by providing an aggregated list of revocations. Mozilla developed OneCRL [19] and the Chromium Projects developed CRLSets [41]. Both are a list of revocations curated by the browser vendors and pushed to the user in a single format. This format allows for fast and efficient revocation checking; however, the approaches are currently only used for intermediate certificates or emergencies. A CRLLite approach was proposed by Larisch et al. [26] and later adopted by Mozilla [22]. They used Bloom filters to achieve scalable and efficient revocation checks. However, all of these aggregation approaches have the prerequisite that every revocation must be known first. Until recent changes in the CA policies of Apple and Mozilla, not all
CAs provided CRLs (including Let’s Encrypt [16]), and it was challenging to collect this data across the Internet.

3. Methodology

Tracking certificate revocations on the Internet can be challenging because of its decentralized nature. No central repository exists; instead, multiple methods have been developed to distribute this information. Therefore, we implemented our own data collection pipeline to create a dataset that is as comprehensive as possible with the possibilities we have.

Figure 1 shows an overview of our data collection pipeline. Our analyses are primarily based on a comprehensive collection of X.509 certificates for three reasons:

i) OCSP information can only be requested for a known certificate.

ii) CRLs do not contain the actual certificates (only the serial number), preventing further studies.

iii) We focus our analysis on certificates used on the Internet.

Hence, the pipeline started with our weekly Internet-wide TLS measurements that we used to extract and generate a single set of X.509 certificates. The pipeline worked as follows: as soon as a new TLS scan was finished, we extracted all newly observed X.509 certificates and added them to a single certificate set. From this set, we identified all certificates that were going to expire, and requested their revocation status from the provided OCSP endpoint. Only checking expiring certificates allowed us to limit the necessary OCSP requests, reduce the load on the OCSP responders, and collect the revocation data in a reasonable amount of time. We extracted all CRL distribution points from our certificate set and downloaded each CRL daily. The CRLs endpoints listed in the CCADB can be downloaded independently from the certificates; hence, we created a script that, independently from the rest of the pipeline, would access the CCADB, extract the CCADB CRLs, and download each CRL daily.

Section 3.1 gives details about our weekly TLS scans, section 3.2 provides further information about implementing the different revocation methods, and section 3.3 describes how we matched the collected raw revocation data to the individual certificates.

3.1. Collecting Certificates With Weekly Internet Measurements

To collect certificates used on the Internet, we conducted weekly TLS scans. We focused on servers with an open port 443, the standard HTTPS port, expecting a high rate of servers providing X.509 certificates. We used ZMap [13] on the complete IPv4 address scanning for open ports. Then, we used the goscanner [18] to perform a TLS handshake and collect the certificates. To collect further certificates provided only through requesting the respective domain name, we additionally relied on DNS resolutions (A and AAAA records for IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, respectively) for more than 600 million domains collected from sources such as:

- full zonefiles from the Centralized Zone Data Service (CZDS), 1.1 k in total, i.e., .com, .net, and .org;
- top lists, i.e., Umbrella [10], Majestic [30], Chrome UX Report [20], Chromium HSTS Preload [7], Cloudflare Radar [11]; and
- domains extracted from certificates in Certificate Transparency (CT) logs

With the help of the DNS resolutions, we performed TLS scans a second time, using the domains as Server Name Indication (SNI). However, we filtered the resolutions for servers with an open port 443 to prevent unnecessary requests. For IPv4, we already know the open ports from our ZMap scans; for IPv6, we performed an additional port scan with ZMapv6 [17]. We did not exclude addresses from aliased prefixes to cover Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), e.g., Fastly or Cloudflare as reported by Zirkibl et al. [43].

The goscanner checks during scan time whether the certificate provided by the server is valid, utilizing only functions provided by the standard Golang library. Essentially, it confirms that the certificate meets basic X.509 requirements, a chain of trust exists to the Debian X.509 root store relying only on the provided peer certificates, and ensures that the server performed a correct signature with the certificate’s private key. Moreover, the library checks if the requested domain appears as a Subject Alternative Name (SAN) when scans are conducted with SNIs.

3.2. Collecting Internet-wide Revocation Information

We collected revocation information through four methods: OCSP requests, stapled OCSP responses, CRLs included in certificates, and CRLs listed in the CCADB.

All entries in the CCADB are publicly available, and we downloaded each listed CRL. Similarly, we downloaded every CRL we could extract from the collected certificates. We only considered HTTP CRL distribution points because all certificates we analyzed contained an HTTP CRL distribution point, and only 0.01% additionally provided a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) endpoint. Collecting revocation data through the OCSP is more complex because we had to actively request the information for each certificate. We requested the revocation status for each certificate only twice to limit the necessary requests. The first time was 30 days, and...
the second time was one day before they were going to expire. The main reasons for performing only two requests were to limit the load on OCSP responders and to acquire the data in a reasonable time. For a comprehensive view of OCSP revocations, a single request right before expiry should be enough because revocation is permanent (unless the CA returns a “certificateHold” reason); hence, the status should remain for the whole certificate’s lifetime. However, the request should not be made too late, as the statuses disappear quickly after certificate expiration [23]. There is a trend towards short-lived certificates: the CA/Browser Forum [5] restricts the lifetime of certificates to less than 398 days, and authorities like Let’s Encrypt go beyond that and issue certificates for only 90 days [1]. Therefore, we should be able to collect most revocations over a reasonable amount of time.

3.3. Assigning Revocation Information to Certificates

Our data collection pipeline can collect large amounts of revocation data over time. However, this information consists only of the revoked serial numbers and not the certificates. Serial numbers are unique among a single CA; hence, we had to create a mapping of the CRLs to the individual certificates to compare them globally.

We could perform OCSP requests for concrete certificates only. Hence, it was trivial to assign the response to said certificate: we only checked whether the serial number in the response was the same as the one in the certificate. Similarly, we matched CRLs to certificates depending on the CRL distribution point included in the respective certificate. If we could download and successfully parse a CRL, we flagged the certificate either as “revoked” or “not revoked” depending on whether or not the CRL contained the certificate’s serial number. Matching CCADB CRLs was more complex because we first had to find the entry for the issuing certificate listed in the CCADB that contained the link to the respective CRL. We matched the Authority Key Identifier in a certificate to the Subject Key Identifier in potential issuing certificates and confirmed these candidates by validating their signatures. Both identifiers are X.509 extensions indicating a suitable issuing certificate [4]: however, only checking the signature can guarantee the relation. All valid leaf certificates we analyzed contained these extensions. If one of the CCADB CRLs contained the serial number of the checked certificate, we flagged it as “revoked”.

3.4. Ethical Considerations

Our measurements follow the ethical considerations and best practices proposed by Dittrich et al. [12] and Partridge et al. [34]. We focused on publicly visible services, collected no user data, scanned with a limited rate, maintained a custom blocklist, and informed about our research with expressive rDNS records, websites on our scanning machines, and WHOIS information. In case someone reached out to us, we responded to all requests and, if requested, included their IP addresses and domains in our blocklist, preventing further scans to target their infrastructure. We rate-limited our OCSP requests to 100 requests per CA to avoid disturbing their operation. We confirmed this rate with Let’s Encrypt because they were the CA we had to query the most.

4. Results

Using the methodology from the previous section, we collected a vast data set of X.509 certificates used in the TLS ecosystem and their revocations. The data set allowed us to compare the effectiveness of the different methods CAs use to announce revocations.

Table 1 gives an overview of the certificates collected with the help of our weekly Internet-wide IPv4 and IPv6 scans (with and without SNI) between March 1, 2022, and January 4, 2024. We collected more than 1.1 G valid leaf certificates for our following analyses. In the table, Fraction of Parent lists the percentage in relation to the parent category; e.g., 94.5% of all leaf certificates were valid. We counted a certificate as valid if our TLS scanner was able to verify the validity during scan time at least once. Because we partitioned the certificates in our data collection pipeline according to the expiration date, the total number of certificates contains no certificate without an expiration date. However, the following analyses are based only on valid certificates (cf., section 3.1) that must contain such a date. We saw not a single certificate that was valid but did not contain an OCSP endpoint. However, only 22% of these certificates offered a CRL. However, the root store policy from Mozilla and Apple changed and forced CAs to provide CRLs through the CCADB after October 1, 2022. With the help of the information in the CCADB, we could match almost all valid leaf certificates to one or multiple CCADB CRLs. We started downloading CRLs and performing OCSP requests daily after July 21, 2022. To ensure a comprehensive dataset from the start, we used certificates from TLS scans of the previous four months to collect CRLs and perform OCSP requests. This four-month period was chosen as a provisional measure, inspired by Let’s Encrypt’s policy of restricting their certificates to a 90-day validity period [1]. We collected the CCADB CRLs beginning October 16, 2022. Despite our efforts, the data indicates that we were unable to successfully collect a revocation status for every certificate and method. We performed OCSP requests twice: once for certificates that expired in 30 days and the second time if they expired the next day. Hence, not all certificates were checked, and sometimes, we received unsuccessful

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificates</th>
<th>Fraction of Parent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total (with expiry date)</td>
<td>1.20G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>1.19G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>1.12G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with OCSP endpoint</td>
<td>1.12G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with CRL(s)</td>
<td>241.51M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with CCADB CRL(s)</td>
<td>1.12G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Valid Leafs with Revocation Information Obtained

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Certificates</th>
<th>Fraction of Parent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCSP</td>
<td>674.20M</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRLs</td>
<td>240.76M</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCADB CRLs</td>
<td>1.12G</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2. Observed valid leaf certificates revoked after the policy change together with the provided reason.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revocation Reason</th>
<th>OCSP</th>
<th>CRLs</th>
<th>CCADB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>61.91%</td>
<td>9.90%</td>
<td>34.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cessation Of Operation</td>
<td>23.85%</td>
<td>43.45%</td>
<td>30.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation Changed</td>
<td>7.52%</td>
<td>40.35%</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Compromise</td>
<td>4.64%</td>
<td>5.13%</td>
<td>3.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>0.31%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privilege Withdrawn</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate Hold</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.52M</td>
<td>3.10M</td>
<td>4.48M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

responses from the CA containing no information. In rare cases, the download of a CRL failed, or our library could not parse a response.

4.1. Collected Revocation Data

With our Internet scans, we could identify around four million certificates revoked at some point during our study. This does not mean we scanned them while they were revoked; such cases are presented later in section 4.4.

4.1.1. Overview. Table 2 shows the total number of revoked valid leaf certificates we could identify according to the respective revocation mechanism after the policy change on October 1, 2022. We can see that we retrieved the highest number of revocations via the CCADB CRLs. In total, we observed 4.5M revoked certificates, i.e., 0.37% of our total observed certificates. Note that we performed OCSP requests for only around \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the certificates. Additionally, CAs can provide reason codes for their revocations as defined in RFC 5280 [4]. According to the Mozilla root store policy [33], CAs should only use the reasons Key Compromise, Privilege Withdrawn, Cessation of Operation, Affiliation Changed, and Superseded. The first two can be seen as more critical reasons as they indicate potential misuse of a certificate, either because the key was (or could be) compromised, the certificate owner intentionally misused the certificate, or it contained misleading information. The latter three reasons can be seen as less harmful because they describe circumstances in the normal life cycle of certificates, e.g., discontinued websites, changing subject names, or certificates being replaced by updated versions. As expected, most revocations fall into one of the three less harmful reasons. However, we can also see that the majority of revocations do not have a reason at all. We observed only a single certificate with the reason code of Certificate Hold (the only temporary revocation method) via OCSP and the CRLs; however, not over the CCADB CRLs. The issuer was “NETLOCK Kft.”, a minor issuer from which we collected only 1.45k certificates. Note that it is not guaranteed that the provided reason is correct as they are defined purely by the respective CA.

4.1.2. Collected Revocations Over Time. All the revocations we collected contained a revocation date. Similar to the revocation reason, this date is set by the CA and does not have to correlate with the time the revocation was published. Figure 2 presents the number of revoked valid leaf certificates we observed according to the revocation time set by the CA. Some of the collected certificates had already been revoked for a long time. Our earliest revocation was from April 27, 2020, but the figure shows only revocations starting in 2022. We can see that we were able to collect the most revocations each day from the CCADB CRLs after the root store policy change from Apple and Mozilla. We observed several revocation bursts, the biggest one in November 2023 (i.e., from the 23th to 25th). These were almost completely caused by revocations from GoDaddy and Let’s Encrypt; however, we were not able to identify the reason for these events. We can see two drops in the number of OCSP revocations during the last year, i.e., between 2023-03 and 2023-06, and between 2023-09 and 2023-11. The two drops were caused by an unnoticed failure of our OCSP fetching service lasting several weeks each. In retrospect, we could no longer check these certificates because they have already expired. These two events highlight the difficulty in creating a comprehensive set of revocations via OCSP and the huge advantage of the CCADB CRLs.

To conclude, we showed that the CCADB CRLs are able to provide the most comprehensive view on revocations after the policy change on October 1, 2022. Moreover, we saw indicators that the certificate ecosystem is dominated by major players, analyzed in the following section.

4.2. Top Certificate Organizations

The certificate ecosystem is dominated by major organizations. We identified the organization through the Issuer field embedded in the certificates. The top 10 are listed in Table 3. To better compare the revocation methods, we only considered revocations after the policy change.

Note that the provided name does not have to correlate with the actual CA issuing the certificate. This is discussed by Ma et al. [29] and Ayer [3]: in short, CA certificates are valuable, and private keys can be passed on to other organizations; in these cases, the issuer’s name might contain outdated information because a certificate cannot be changed after receiving its signature. Additionally, some CAs use white-labeled intermediate certificates to issue certificates for a client. For example, Cloudflare appears as an organization; however, the actual CA controlling the private key of this certificate is DigiCert.
As part of the standard certificate life cycle, the reasons for revocation differ significantly, and not all issuers make use of the CRLs to simplify the analysis because their usage of revocation is highly dependent on the organization. This already starts with the support for CRLs; some organizations do not support them at all and others only for some of their certificates, explaining the low number of CRL revocations in general. We observed no revocation for Cloudflare and just a few from Amazon after the policy change.

Analyzing the top issuing organizations reveals significant differences in their revocation practices. To investigate these practices further, we listed the reason codes for the top 10 issuing organizations provided in their CCADB CRL revocations in Table 4. We focused on the CCADB CRLs to simplify the analysis because our previous analyses showed that they provided the most comprehensive view. The table reveals that Let’s Encrypt was the primary source of empty reasons, likely due to customers needing to provide them. We can see that not all issuers make use of the Cessation of Operation, Affiliation Changed, and Superseded reasons that describe circumstances in the expected lifetime of certificates.

In conclusion, the major certificate issuers treat revocations differently. Some do not utilize CRLs, while others apply them only to a subset of their certificates. Additionally, there are cases where no certificate revocation was observed. Moreover, their usage of revocation reasons differs significantly, and not all revoke certificates as part of the standard certificate life cycle. Overall, the

---

**TABLE 4. CCADB CRL REVOCATION REASONS FOR THE TOP 10 ISSUING ORGANIZATIONS (IDENTIFIED FROM THE ISSUER NAME) WITHOUT CLOUDFLARE (FROM WHICH WE OBSERVED NO REVOCATION) AFTER THE POLICY CHANGE.** Empty cells indicate that there are exactly zero observations before any rounding was applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revocation Reason</th>
<th>Let’s Encrypt</th>
<th>Google Trust […]</th>
<th>LCN Inc.</th>
<th>Sectigo Limited</th>
<th>GoDaddy.com Inc.</th>
<th>DigiCert Inc</th>
<th>ZeroSSL</th>
<th>Amazon</th>
<th>Microsoft […]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>94.41%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>84.39%</td>
<td>34.39%</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
<td>96.46%</td>
<td>99.83%</td>
<td>92.31%</td>
<td>5.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superseded</td>
<td>2.60%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>64.47%</td>
<td>52.62%</td>
<td>2.34%</td>
<td>18.84%</td>
<td>63.36%</td>
<td>5.14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Compromise</td>
<td>2.02%</td>
<td>9.27%</td>
<td>0.79%</td>
<td>1.45%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
<td>7.69%</td>
<td>5.14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cessation Of Operation</td>
<td>0.97%</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>0.37%</td>
<td>39.13%</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privilege Withdrawn</td>
<td>6.34%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation Changed</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>6.47%</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 1.12M 444.18k 205.00 96.68k 2.31M 278.65k 47.68k 13 292

**TABLE 5. COMPARING THE CONSISTENCY OF REVOCATIONS COLLECTED THROUGH DIFFERENT MEANS AFTER THE POLICY CHANGE.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>OCSP</th>
<th>CCADB</th>
<th>CRLs CCADB</th>
<th>OCSP CCADB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A ∧ ¬B</td>
<td>104.1k</td>
<td>1.5M</td>
<td>32.7k</td>
<td>3.1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A ∧ B</td>
<td>675.2k</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>841.1k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCADB CRLs provided the most complete data set.

### 4.3. Consistency Across Revocation Methods

Measuring the number of revocations that we were able to collect through the different revocation methods allowed us to understand how comprehensive the collected data was. However, this does not reveal if the revocations are actually the same.

We compared each combination of OCSP, CRLs, and CCADB CRLs and presented the results in Table 5. In the table, we compare two methods, A and B, and list the number of valid leaf certificates each method identified as revoked after October 1, 2022. “Only A” means that method A was the only available method for a given certificate, and the status of that certificate was revoked. “A ∧ ¬B” means it was revoked through method A but not via method B, even though there was revocation information available through method B. “A ∧ B” indicates
that it was revoked via both methods. The same principle applies to the remaining columns.

We had to add the “only” categories because, for several certificates, we were able to obtain revocation information only through one method. We expected to observe some inconsistencies. On the one hand, CRLs contain only revoked certificates and no information about valid ones. We counted each certificate as not revoked via a CRL if its serial number was not listed in the CRL, and we successfully collected revocation information from this CRL at least once. Still, it is possible that downloading or parsing later versions of the CRL failed, and we could not collect the revoked statuses. On the other hand, the OCSP can confirm a certificate is not revoked; however, it is very expensive to constantly check certificates, and it is possible that the certificate got revoked after we checked it via the OCSP and before we checked it a second time right before it expired. This could explain some of the inconsistencies when comparing the different methods.

Overall, we can confirm that the CCADB CRLs provided the most comprehensive view on certificate revocations. We saw 44% more revocations from the CCADB CRLs, and less than 0.3% of revocations were only received through OCSP or regular CRLs.

### 4.4. Revocations Observed During Scan-Time

Until this point we analyzed certificates and their revocations throughout the last year. We tracked the certificates even when they disappeared from the Internet. In this section, we only used our latest Internet scan (conducted from December 26 to 31, 2023) to analyze revoked certificates that were actively used during scan time. Additionally, we analyzed the stapled OCSP responses TLS servers appended to the TLS handshakes. Clients can request the validity status of a certificate from a TLS server through a Status Request extension. This mechanism is only defined for OCSP [14] at the moment; hence, it can only request stapled OCSP responses.

Table 6 gives an overview of the servers we scanned. We interpret a scanned combination of IP address and domain as target. The table shows that 70.2% of the connections we performed included a valid certificate. While all of these certificates supported OCSP, and we requested a stapled response from all targets, only 43.5% made use of this feature to inform us about the revocation status of their leaf certificate. However, not all of these responses were usable: 149 could not be parsed with our library, 4.9k were OCSP responses with an error (unauthorized or try later) originating from the CA, 15.7k targets provided a response for the wrong certificate, and for 23.1% of the stapled OCSP responses we could not verify the signature with one of the peer certificate provided in the TLS handshake or embedded in the stapled response.

When conducting the Internet scan we saw thousands of valid but revoked certificates, as shown in Table 7. These certificates were sometimes used by multiple targets; hence, the number of targets with a revoked certificate is even higher. Interestingly, we received stapled OCSP responses that informed us about the revoked certificate the server was using. We only considered a stapled response if it contained a valid signature and the serial numbers matched.

In conclusion, in our latest Internet-wide IPv4 and IPv6 scan, 0.05% of the valid certificates were revoked already at scan time. The amount would likely increase even further over time because 0.37% of the certificates we tracked through the last year were revoked at some point. Sometimes, revocations were even forwarded through stapled OCSP responses.

### 5. Related Work

Researchers have repeatedly investigated the TLS ecosystem and certificate revocations. Both are constantly adapting, and new insights can be gained as time passes.

#### 5.1. Active Scanning for Certificate Analyses

Multiple works analyzed the TLS ecosystem via active scans. Farhan and Chung [15] conducted an Internet-wide study exploring the evolution of TLS certificates from 2013 to 2021. They collected 359 M certificates with active scans of the IPv4 address space over eight years. However, they did not use SNIs nor IPv6, explaining the lower number of certificates. 34% were valid certificates. Chung et al. [8] investigated invalid certificates from 2013 to 2015 through active measurements of the IPv4 address space. Back then, the rate of invalid certificates was 88% out of the total 80 M. We performed our Internet-wide measurements with SNIs over two years, revealing a valid rate of 95% out of the total 1.2 G certificates.

Kumar et al. [24] investigated certificate misissuance on the Internet and developed the Zlint tool. They utilized the CCADB to find the owner of issuing certificates in case the issuer’s name was misleading. Interestingly, they observed different top issuers; e.g., we could not see Symantec anymore, which likely relates to the major browsers distrusting them [31] in 2018.

### Table 6. Breakdown of the servers in our latest Internet scan, the validity of their certificates, the use of OCSP stapling, and problems we were facing analyzing the stapled responses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Targets</th>
<th>Fraction of Parent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>515.46M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- with valid certificates</td>
<td>515.11M</td>
<td>70.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- providing stapled OCSP responses</td>
<td>224.16M</td>
<td>43.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ASN.1 unparseable</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- unsuccessful OCSP response</td>
<td>4.88k</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- successful OCSP response</td>
<td>224.15M</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- wrong Serial Number</td>
<td>15.68k</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7. Observations of revoked certificates during scan-time. The coverage where we know the revocation status is depending on the revocation source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revocation Source</th>
<th>Valid Targets</th>
<th>Valid Certificates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Covered</td>
<td>Revoked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Covered</td>
<td>Revoked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCSP</td>
<td>222.0M</td>
<td>35.2k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stapled OCSP resp.</td>
<td>188.3M</td>
<td>4.6k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRLs</td>
<td>251.2M</td>
<td>102.9k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCADB CRLs</td>
<td>513.6M</td>
<td>147.7k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>515.1M</td>
<td>147.7k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2. Certificate Revocations

Several works investigated certificate revocations. In 2014, Zhang et al. [42] analyzed the Heartbleed event and whether CAs revoked all vulnerable certificates properly. Their analysis is based only on CRLs, and they used IPv4 scans filtered to the Alexa Top 1 Million domains. According to their results, 73% of the vulnerable certificates were not reissued, and more than 87% were not revoked three weeks after the vulnerability was disclosed. One year later, Liu et al. [28] investigated certificate revocations over CRLs, OCSP requests, and OCSP stapling. However, they only used the OCSP in case no CRL was present in a certificate. Back then, 99.9% of certificates offered CRLs, and 95.0% included an OCSP endpoint. We observed CRLs for just 22% of the certificates, and all our valid certificates included OCSP endpoints. Their data is based on weekly IPv4 HTTPS scans from 2013 to 2015, and they observed 39 M certificates and 5 M valid leaf certificates. Interestingly, they observed a very high rate of revoked certificates due to the Heartbleed [42] vulnerability: 8% compared to the 0.37% we identified. 2.8% of the servers they analyzed provided stapled OCSP responses; we observed 46%. Through repeated probing of a small random subset, they revealed that 18% supported OCSP stapling in theory; however, the servers did not always forward the stapled responses. This aligns with the work of Chung et al. [9] in 2018, where they uncovered that the Internet is not ready for OCSP Must-Staple because the presence of the stapled OCSP responses cannot be guaranteed. Their analysis is based on 490 M certificates obtained through IPv4 scans and CT logs, and they identified 112 M valid certificates. They observed outages in OCSP responders and sometimes received stapled responses that were unparseable, had unmatched serial numbers, or had an incorrect signature. This aligns with our observations. They showed a steady rise of OCSP-enabled certificates, which we can now confirm to have reached 100%. A more recent view on certificate revocations was provided by Korzhitskii and Carlsson [23] in 2021. They analyzed all 48 M valid Censys certificates expiring between March 2 and April 1, 2020. They identified 1 M revoked certificates. Their revocation rate of 2.18% is higher than ours; however, their data covered a mass-revocation event of 773 K revocations from Let’s Encrypt. They tracked the revocation status with CRLs and the OCSP shortly before and up to 100 days after expiry. Their results revealed that most statuses disappear a few days after expiry (e.g., for Let’s Encrypt), but this varies on the issuing CA. The distribution of revocation reasons included in the CRLs is similar to ours. Only the rate of revocations announced as Cessation of Operation was a bit higher in our data set. Interestingly, they observed 589 certificates that changed their status from revoked back to good. Halim et al. [21] investigated such cases in more detail and found at least two additional cases. They discussed that the effect could be cache-related. Recently, Cerentius et al. [6] investigated certificate revocations in context of replacement practices. They collected revocations via CRLs and OCSP but did not use the CRLs published in the CCADB. Their data set is compromised of IPv4 address space scans without SNIs and CT log data from 2020; however, they only analyzed 1.2 M certificates.

An interesting work has been proposed by Trevor et al. [37], where they proposed a novel and scalable format to construct CRLs. They used a bit vector to compress the revocation information for each CA highly. They show the feasibility with a data set of 84 M valid certificates, where 1 M million were revoked.

In conclusion, several related works investigated the topic of X.509 certificate revocations. It is challenging to acquire a global view of the TLS ecosystem, and every work is based on different time frames and uses different subsets of certificates that are used on the Internet as basis of their analyses. However, to the best of our knowledge, no work has yet analyzed the impact the CCADB CRLs have on certificate revocation research yet.

6. Discussion

Analyzing vast numbers of certificates has several challenges and can give fascinating insights into the Internet. We want to discuss some aspects of our work in the following paragraphs.

6.1. Declining Popularity of CRLs

When comparing our observations on certificates supporting CRLs to related work, we see an interesting decline. For example, Liu et al. [28] observed 99.9% of their certificates containing CRLs in 2015. In our work, we observed CRLs for 22% of the certificates. Moreover, certificates offering OCSP endpoints increased from 95% to 100%. The comparison indicates a declining popularity of CRLs and that CAs focus on offering OCSP endpoints. CRLs can get very large and it can become inefficient to download the full list to check a single certificate. The development makes sense if the main use case are end devices that want to check the status of a single or few certificates at a time. However, the CCADB CRLs rapidly changed the picture in 2022 and we observed a coverage of 100% of these new CRLs. In contrast to OCSP, the CCADB CRLs enable large-scale analyses and to realize novel revocation distribution methods (cf., section 2.3).

6.2. Revocations for Invalid Certificates

In our analyses, we focused on valid leaf certificates. However, some of the invalid certificates contained OCSP endpoints or CRL distribution points as well. In some of these cases, our scanner identified certificates as invalid because they were already expired at scan time or the SNI did not match. In other cases, we saw indicators of a private PKI. The largest was from Cloudflare, supporting both OCSP and CRLs, where we saw 263 K certificates. These certificates indicate that we scanned origin servers from Cloudflare customers, which should only be accessed through the CDN.

6.3. OCSP Stapling for Revoked Certificates

Interestingly, we received several stapled OCSP responses from servers informing us that their certificate was actually revoked (see section 4.4). This means that these web servers did not make the presence of the stapled
OCSP responses dependent on the included status. While it would make sense for a malicious actor to drop such responses in the hope a client will treat its absence the same as a good response, we think this is exactly how web servers should handle revoked certificates, or else it would defeat the whole purpose of the stapled responses and this way administrators might notice the problem. Most of these revocations had either none or the Superseeded reason. We checked some of the websites, and Chrome, Safari, and Firefox noticed the revoked certificate. 58 of the certificates included a common name listed on the Tranco [27] top list. When manually checking these sites, we could not see the revoked certificate anymore; apparently, the issue had been fixed.

6.4. Considering Revocations in Active Measurement Papers

Certificate revocations happen all the time. Related work revealed that the rate can be as high as 8% [28] and 2.18% [23], resulting in 405 K and 1 M total revocations, respectively. While we observed just 0.37% revoked certificates, this still resulted in around 4.5 M revocations in the last two years due to our larger data set. This is an amount that should not be neglected in studies focusing on valid certificates. However, many research papers do not consider revocations. Previously, collecting a massive amount of revocation statuses from every analyzed certificate was either incomplete when considering CRLs or impracticable with the OCSP. However, the CRLs from the CCADB offer a great new possibility for researchers to incorporate revocations in their research:

1) it is a central repository with links to all relevant revocation databases, and downloading them is straightforward;
2) all certificates should be covered according to the root store policies of Mozilla [33] and Apple [2]; and
3) our results revealed that they provided a comprehensive view on global certificate revocations.

While results might not be influenced significantly in normal circumstances if the revocation rate is low (e.g., observed in this paper), in the face of mass-revocation events, it can be much higher and significantly impact the observed in this paper), in the face of mass-revocation events, it can be much higher and significantly impact the observed.

6.5. Is our Certificate Data Set Complete?

We could see more than 42.0 M revoked serial numbers listed on the CCADB CRLs after October 1, 2022. However, we were only able to identify around 4.5 M revoked certificates. This means our methodology could not capture a large portion of the revoked certificates from which some might have never been used on the Internet. Still, we collected more certificates than related work scanning the IPv4 address space (e.g., 350 M valid certificates over 8 years [15] compared to the 1.1 G valid certificates we collected in two years) because we scanned with SNIs. However, we do not know about every possible (sub-) domain; hence, the data set is likely incomplete. On the other side, we think it is sufficient to answer our research questions.

7. Conclusion

This work provides an Internet-wide view of certificate revocations in the TLS ecosystem. It proposes a data collection pipeline that collects revocation information of X.509 certificates used on the Internet and compares different methods of announcing a revocation: the OCSP, CRLs, CCADB CRLs, and stapled OCSP responses.

Our results showed that the CCADB CRLs provided the most comprehensive view of global certificate revocations: they covered 100% of the 1.1 G valid leaf certificates we collected, revealed 44% more revocations, and provided almost a complete superset of the revocations announced by other means. In addition, conventional CRLs covered only 22% of valid leaf certificates, the OCSP was too costly to provide a constant up-to-date database, and we received stapled OCSP responses for 44% of scanned targets with a valid certificate.

This paper investigated and confirmed the effectiveness of a new possibility to collect and analyze certificate revocations: the CRLs published in the CCADB. Initiated by root store policy changes from Mozilla [33] and Apple [2]: as of October 1, 2022, CAs must provide these CRLs for all intermediate certificates capable of issuing new certificates.

The ability to quickly collect the full set of relevant certificate revocations on the Internet should allow researchers to better understand and monitor the certificate ecosystem, improve measurement studies that are based on valid certificates, and help develop and maintain novel approaches for distributing revocation information on the Internet.
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